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Abstract. We consider (commitment) protocols specified formally in terms of
their roles, their messages, and the meanings of their messages (expressed as
commitments). In an important advance over previous work, we show how to
compose protocols, thereby facilitating reuse. We address two role-specific as-
pects of composition: (1) role requirements, capturing the benefits a role receives
from the composite protocol; and (2) role accountability, capturing the commit-
ments a role makes to other roles—to promote their joint enactments of the com-
posite protocol. Our approach yields benefits in business requirements elicitation
(natural abstraction); enactment (flexibility); and compliance and validation (as-
cribing accountability for each requirement to a specific role). We evaluate our
contributions by modeling well-known protocols in the insurance, manufactur-
ing, and healthcare domains.
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1 Introduction

We adopt an interaction-oriented stance on multiagent systems, e.g., as applied in cross-
organizational service engagements. We consider (commitment) protocols, which spec-
ify the interactions between two or more roles in terms of how their messages relate to
their commitments [24], obtaining well-recognized benefits in dealing with the auton-
omy and heterogeneity of business partners [2, 30].

Composition is a key construct in software engineering. We address two role-specific
aspects of composition: role requirements which capture the benefits a role receives
from the composite and role accountability which captures the commitments a role
must make to other roles.

1.1 Real-Life Scenario: AGFIL

We illustrate our approach using the real-life, automobile insurance claims processing
case for AGF Irish Life Holding (AGFIL) [3]. As Figure 1 illustrates, this case in-
volves four parties along with POLICYHOLDER and ADJUSTER (not shown). AGFIL
underwrites automobile insurance policies and covers losses incurred by policy holders.
Europ Assist (EA) provides a 24-hour help-line service for receiving claims. Approved
REPAIRERs provide repair services. Lee Consulting Services (Lee) coordinates with
AGFIL, repairers, and adjusters to handle a claim.
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Fig. 1. Traditional model of a cross organizational insurance claim processing [3].

The traditional model of the AGFIL scenario describes the workflows of each part-
ner along with how they relate to one another. Such a description, even if supported
by standards such as BPMN [20], tightly couples the inner workings of the partners.
Newer approaches deemphasize the inner workings and instead capture the interac-
tions between the business partners more explicitly via a formal notation [12, 23, 28].
These approaches express constraints on the ordering and occurrence of the messages
exchanged by the business partners.

In contrast, a commitment protocol emphasizes the social state of an interaction,
expressed here in terms of commitments. A protocol describes the roles involved, the
messages they exchange, and any preconditions on and effects of the messages on the
social state. An agent adopts a role and enacts the specified protocol by autonomously
choosing (in accordance with its internal policies) how to interact.

1.2 Contributions and Organization

Although protocols offer significant benefits over traditional approaches, protocols are
not fully viable for the following reasons. One, specifying in one shot an adequate pro-
tocol for a complex scenario is nontrivial. Two, implementing agents who can play roles
in such a comprehensive protocol is difficult because the differing details of the proto-
cols complicate reusing parts of agent implementations. Our contribution in this paper
is to show how complex protocols can be constructed by composing existing protocols.
Previous relevant research falls into these categories: (a) commitments but not com-
position [10]; (b) composition but no commitments [19, 25]; and (c) composition and
commitments. The last category can be categorized as (c1) purely abstract description
without a specification language or tools [15]; (c2) composition of commitment-based
protocols based on regulative constraints [16]; and (c3) our approach to composition of
commitment-based protocols based on role responsibilities and accountabilities.
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Our approach, Positron, extends the Proton approach [10] to provide a clear syn-
tax and semantics for composite protocols. Where Proton checks protocol refinement,
Positron composes protocols. Positron (a) recursively expands nested constituent pro-
tocols; (b) introduces composite protocol diagrams as a graphical notation, conveying
important features of the composite protocol to business and technical stakeholders;
(c) introduces role requirements and role accountabilities; (d) incorporates a methodol-
ogy for composing commitment protocols; and (e) implements a decision procedure and
mechanical verification of protocols with respect to role requirements, role accountabil-
ities, and enactments, compiling formulas to temporal logic, and employing MCMAS
[13], a leading model checker, to verify if the composite protocol satisfies those formu-
las.

We describe relevant background, the major elements of our technical approach,
and our methodology for constructing composite protocols. We evaluate our approach
by modeling protocols from the insurance, manufacturing, and healthcare domains, that
other researchers have studied, and summarize our results and experiences. We con-
clude with a discussion of the relevant literature and future work.

2 Background

We formulate a commitment [24] as being from a set of debtors to a set of creditors that
if the antecedent begins to hold, the debtors will bring about the consequent in the fu-
ture. In symbols: C{debtors},{creditors}(antecedent, consequent) [10]. Both antecedent and
consequent are Boolean expressions over state-space propositions. When the antecedent
becomes true, the commitment is detached, and the debtors become unconditionally
committed to the creditors. When the consequent becomes true, the commitment is
discharged. Debtors should discharge their detached commitments. However, debtors
are autonomous and may violate a commitment by canceling it. The only compliance
requirement for commitments is: each detached commitment must eventually be dis-
charged (satisfied, transferred or released) or canceled. Specifically, there is no implicit
ordering constraint between the antecedent and consequent.

3 Technical Approach

Positron provides a formal language in which to express composite protocols based on
existing constituent protocols. (We lack the space to present the detailed syntax, but
present an example in Listing 1 later.) Recall that Proton provides a language for cap-
turing roles, propositions, and messages with guards on when they can be sent, and
their effects on the commitments of roles [10]. Positron augments the Proton language
by adding constructs to define a composite protocol using a set of parameterized con-
stituent protocols and defines a protocol composition methodology.

Further, while it accepts and verifies any CTL expression, Positron introduces five
constructs for common verification patterns when composing protocols: Req function
for role requirements, coupling commitments for role accountabilities, and three path
expressions for good and bad enactments.
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3.1 Protocol Composition

Positron supports nested composition of protocols. A composite protocol P can use
(include) an instance of a constituent protocol with a use statement q : Q(x = p)
specifying instance name (q), protocol type (Q), a set of arguments p passed by P, and
a matching set a parameters x accepted by constituent Q. Arguments and parameters
are named and have a type of either role or proposition. The argument and parameter
sets must contain matching names and types. Positron expands P to produce a new,
flatter protocol P ′. Expansion gives every element in Q a new, unique name, and re-
places each parameter with its corresponding argument. Unique names are constructed
by preappending the instance name q to each element name in Q.

Definition 1. Given a set of arguments p, a parameterized constituent protocol instance
Q that accepts a set of parameters x, and the sets p and x agree in both name and type.
Define Qx

p as Q in which all elements in Q are given unique names, and every parameter
in x is replaced with its corresponding argument in p.

Protocol expansion of a composite P containing multiple constituent instances q :
Q(x = p) is the union of P and Qx

p , and removing the use statement Qx
p from P ’s uses.

The defintion expands any one contituent. Apply the defintion repeatedly to expand all
constituent instances.

Definition 2. Given a composite protocol P that uses multiple constituent protocol in-
stances q : Q(x = p), where P passes a set of arguments p, Q accepts a set of parame-
ters x, and the sets p and x agree in name and type. Then protocol P ′ = expand(P, q :
Q(x = p) is the expanded version of P and Q, and is defined as

roles(P ′) := roles(P ) ∪ role(Qx
p) (1)

props(P ′) := props(P ) ∪ props(Qx
p) (2)

commitments(P ′) := commitments(P ) ∪ commitments(Qx
p) (3)

messages(P ′) := messages(P ) ∪messages(Qx
p) (4)

checks(P ′) := checks(P ) ∪ checks(Qx
p) (5)

uses(P ′) := (uses(P )− q) ∪ uses(Qx
p) (6)

where roles(Q), props(Q), commitments(Q), messages(Q), checks(Q), and uses(Q)
refer to the corresponding element sets of protocol Q.

3.2 Role Requirements

Role requirements are the requirements that an agent playing a role places on the com-
posite protocol. A designer specifies a role requirement in the Positron language, which
Positron compiles into a CTL formula. As an example, in the AGFIL scenario, POLICY-
HOLDER expect his car will be repaired if he has an accident. Positron could compile
this requirement into the CTL specification: AG(accident→ AF repair).
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However, such a requirement ignores business exceptions: a commitment may fail
because its debtor either chooses not to, or is prevented by circumstances from, dis-
charging it. In verifying a role requirement, we cannot assume commitments are never
canceled. Rather, we state role R’s requirement as: if R fulfills all its commitments and
p holds at any state, then always eventually, either q holds or a role other than R cancels
one of its commitments. If R’s requirement fails because R cancels a commitment, that
is not a fault of the protocol, but of R. In CTL, where r.anyCancel is true if and only if
role r cancels any of its commitments, this is

Req(R, p, q) , AG(p→ AF(q ∨
∨
r 6=R

r.anyCancel))

In AGFIL, one of POLICYHOLDER’s role requirements is captured as: if INSURER
offers coverage, I paid the premium, and I have an accident, then my car will be re-
paired: Req(PH, coverage ∧ premium ∧ accident, repair)

3.3 Enactment Requirements

Although capturing all possible enactments is not feasible, designers often know of spe-
cific good and bad enactments. We use the specified enactments as bases for verifying
a composite protocol to assist designers in refining the protocol specification (e.g., its
constituent protocols and coupling commitments) or the requirements. Our notion of
enactments resembles scenarios from scenario-based requirements engineering [9]. In
essence, each enactment corresponds to a unit test in software engineering.

We use model checking to verify enactments. We introduce three recursive functions
to simplify enactment specification. Given an enactment P , which is an ordered list of
Boolean expressions over states and messages, where head(P ) is the first element in
list P , and tail(P ) is P without the first element, let

EXPath(P ) ,

{
head(P ) ∧EX(EXPath(tail(P ))) if |P | > 1
EX(P ) if |P | = 1

EFPath(P ) ,

{
EF(head(P ) ∧ EFPath(tail(P ))) if |P | > 1
EF(P ) if |P | = 1

EUPath(r, P ) ,

{
E(¬r U (head(P ) ∧ EUPath(r, tail(P )))) if |P | > 1
E(¬r U P ) if |P | = 1

EXPath : specifies a path of states, beginning at a start state, that must appear consec-
utively without skipping over other states. In protocols with many constituents, EXPath
can be too strong a constraint, since it precludes interleaving of constituent protocols.

EFPath : specifies a path of states that must appear in order, but allows other states
to be interleaved. This is a weaker constraint than EXPath.

EUPath : specifies a path of states that must appear in order, and constrains which
states can be interleaved in the path. Expression r identifies which states must not be
interleaved in the path. An EUPath constraint is stronger than EFPath and weaker than
EXPath.
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Two enactments from AGFIL are

EFPath(accident, deliverReq, deliverCar, . . . , repair)
¬EFPath(repair, accident)

3.4 Coupling Commitments

The constituent protocols occurring in a (nontrivial) composite protocol must be inter-
related. In a multiagent system, some role must be accountable for ensuring constituent
protocols are properly interrelated. We capture the role accountability implied by such
an interrelationship via a coupling commitment. A coupling commitment’s debtor is the
accountable role, and its creditors are (in general) the union of all roles connected by
the interrelated constituent protocols, minus the debtor. Like any commitment, debtor
commits to discharge consequent if antecedent becomes true.

Caccountable role,{interrelated roles}(antecedent, consequent)

Two coupling commitments from AGFIL are

CCC ,{PH, Re}(deliverReq, notifyRE)

CPH ,{CC,Re} (deliverReq ∧ approval, deliverCar)

3.5 Verification

Positron reads designer written source code for the composite and constituent protocols
and generates a single MCMAS input file. MCMAS reads the input, builds the model,
and reports whether each CTL formula holds in the model.

s0 s1 s2 s3 s4

s5 s6 s7 s8

premium coverage accident repair

coverage accident repair

cancel cancel cancel

Fig. 2. Selected states and transitions for AGFIL.

Figure 2 shows a portion of the state space Positron generates for verification from
AGFIL’s constituent protocols and coupling commitments. The start state is denoted
by the unlabeled line in the top left. Solid black lines are valid transitions (messages);
dashed red lines are invalid transitions. Since the message guard for coverage is premium,
coverage can occur only after premium, making s1 an invalid start state. The other states
are also invalid start states.
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Notice that the top row (premium, coverage, accident, and repair) begins a good
enactment. Positron can verify the existence of this path using EFPath requirement.
Further, Positron can ensure that the model is free of specific bad enactments, for ex-
ample, that s1 must not be a start state.

To capture the only commitment compliance requirement, Positron generates a
model checking fairness constraint for each commitment: a commitment must not re-
main unconditional and unresolved forever. Red dashed loops are invalid because they
violate a fairness constraint.

A composite protocol may fail to satisfy role or enactment requirements for different
reasons.

VerRR: If a role requirement formula based on the Req function fails, then coupling
commitments are missing; add coupling commitments that require agents to act.

VerG: If a good enactment formula fails, then either (VerGG) some message guards
are too strong; weaken guards to validate additional good transitions. Or (VerGC) some
commitment become detached, but can never resolve; weaken guards to validate transi-
tions that satisfy the commitment’s consequent.

VerB : If a bad enactment formula fails, then some message guards are too weak;
strengthen guards to invalidate existing incorrect transitions.

3.6 Composite Protocol Diagrams

We propose composite protocol diagrams (CPDs) as a notation that displays the essence
of a composite protocol both to business analysts and technical designers, who collab-
orate in its construction. We use CPDs in this paper to help visualize a large amount
of protocol information, but we defer evaluation of this visual notation to future work.
CPD diagrams focus designers’ attention by summarizing high-level business relation-
ships between the roles as reusable constituent protocols, hiding the details of each
constituent.

Figure 3 shows the CPD for composite protocol AGFIL. It contains constituent
protocol instance PH-IN of type Exchange. PH R1—– PH-IN shows role PH enacts role
R1 in constituent protocol PH-IN. The two unlabeled circular arcs centered on POLI-
CYHOLDER represent coupling commitments, implicitly named PH1 (inner) and PH2

(outer). (role names REQ and R1 label straight edges, not arcs.)

4 Methodology

This section describes, and Table 1 summarizes, our iterative methodology to develop
a CPD such as that of Figure 3.

Step 1 (Roles): Identify all roles with a business function, i.e., that potentially enter
into commitments with others.

Step 2 (Constituent Selection): Identify all business relationships among differ-
ent subsets of roles and identify constituent protocols that realize such relationships.
Examine message flows since they suggest the presence and nature of the constituent
protocols. If a suitable protocol is known, use it; else apply the methodology recur-
sively. The constituent name is the protocol name in the use statement of the Positron
source.
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Fig. 3. Composite protocol diagram for AGFIL. A CPD for a composite protocol displays its con-
tained constituent protocol instances (unshaded labeled nodes). Composite roles (shaded labeled
nodes) and constituents are connected by constituent roles (straight labeled edges). Unlabeled cir-
cular arcs represent coupling commitments with input constituents (dot) and output constituents
(target symbol).

Step 3 (Role Requirements): Specify each role’s requirements as Req functions.

Step 4 (Enactments): Incrementally specify good and bad enactments. The enact-
ments can be developed by a role-playing process similar to that described by Parunak
[22]. They should cover representative enactments that support or invalidate each of the
role requirements identified in the previous step. Manually tracing enactments through-
out a model is tedious and error prone. Explicitly specifying enactments enables the
model checker to trace the enactments mechanically, after each incremental composite
change.

Step 5 (Coupling Commitments): Examine each good enactment from beginning
to end, and assume roles do only what is minimally required to discharge their com-
mitments. When adjacent steps of a good enactment are messages from the same con-
stituent protocol, verify that the constituent accurately enacts those steps, or select a
different constituent. When adjacent steps of an enactment are messages from differ-
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Table 1. Inputs and outputs for each step of the methodology.

Step Name Inputs Outputs

1 Roles Background and requirements Roles in the composite
2 Constituent Selection Role relationships and protocol library Constituent protocols

to be composed
3 Role Requirements Role business needs Role requirements
4 Enactments Background knowledge of requirements Good and bad enactments
5 Coupling Commitments Enactments Coupling commitments;

complete CPD
6 Positron All artifacts Positron source code
7 Verification Positron source code Model checker results

ent protocols (where some role receives a message in one constituent and then sends a
message in another constituent), add a coupling commitment for that role.

Step 6 (Positron): Given the previous methodology artifacts, write the Positron
source code, including roles, constituent protocols, role requirements, coupling com-
mitments and enactments.

Step 7 (Verification): Run Positron and MCMAS to verify all formulas for role and
enactment requirements.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate our contributions by modeling protocols from the insurance, manufactur-
ing, and healthcare domains.

5.1 AGFIL Evaluation

We extend the AGFIL protocol by adding (a) POLICYHOLDER and accident reporting;
(b) ADJUSTER and the redirection of two messages between CLAIMHANDLER and
REPAIRER through ADJUSTER; (c) payments from REPAIRER to CLAIMHANDLER to
INSURER; (d) a protocol for premiums and coverage between POLICYHOLDER and
INSURER; and (e) REPAIRER returning the car.

At the top of Figure 3, POLICYHOLDER (enacting role R1) purchases insurance
from INSURER (enacting role R2) using an instance of constituent protocol Exchange
named PH-IN. POLICYHOLDER reports accidents to CALLCENTER using an instance
of constituent protocol RequestResponse named PH-CC. CALLCENTER notifies IN-
SURER (IN-CC), and assigns and notifies REPAIRER (CC-RE). INSURER passes the
claim to CLAIMHANDLER (IN-CH). POLICYHOLDER and REPAIRER exchange the
damaged and later repaired car (PH-RE). CLAIMHANDLER, REPAIRER, and ADJUSTER
inspect the car and approve repairs (CH-AD, RE-AD and CH-RE).

Step 1 (Roles): Figure 1 refers to specific agents (companies), not roles. Declare
six roles: role INSURER (abbreviated IN) for agent AGFIL, CALLCENTER (CC) for
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EUROP ASSIST, and CLAIMHANDLER (CH) for LEE. The other roles are POLICY-
HOLDER (PH), REPAIRER (RE), and ADJUSTER (AD). At the end of this step, the
CPD diagram in Figure 3 shows only the six shaded role nodes.

Step 2 (Constituent Selection): Assume protocols RequestResponse and Exchange
(where two roles swap items) already exist. Designers recursively create Claims for IN-
CH and ApprovedWork for CH-RE. Designers add the constituent protocol nodes and
edges to Figure 3, completing all CPD nodes and edges.

Step 3 (Role Requirements): POLICYHOLDER requires: (1) if he has coverage,
pays his premium, and has an accident, his car is repaired; (2) if he delivers his car
to REPAIRER, his car is returned. INSURER requires: if a claim is filed, the claim
is finalized. All roles except POLICYHOLDER require payment if they perform their
tasks. All these are described as Req functions. Role requirements can also be spec-
ified directly in CTL, e.g., INSURER requires no car repairs without an inspection:
AG(¬(repair ∧ ¬inspectCH)).

Step 4 (Enactments): An important good enactment is that of reporting an accident
and getting car repaired: (a) POLICYHOLDER reports an accident to CALLCENTER
(PH-CC); (b) CALLCENTER assigns and notifies REPAIRER to repair the car (CC-
RE); (c) CALLCENTER asks POLICYHOLDER to deliver his car to a specific REPAIRER
(PH-CC); (d) POLICYHOLDER delivers car to REPAIRER (PH-RE); Remaining steps
are omitted. Performing repairs before an accident is reported is a bad enactment: (e) car
repaired; (f) accident reported.

Step 5 (Coupling Commitments): Between messages (a) and (b) of the accident-
reporting enactment (see previous step), if POLICYHOLDER reports an accident, CALL-
CENTER assigns and notifies REPAIRER: CCC,{PH,RE}(accident, notifyRE) Between mes-
sages (c) and (d), if CALLCENTER asks POLICYHOLDER to deliver his car to RE-
PAIRER, he does so.

PH1 = CPH,{CC,RE}(deliverReq ∧ approval, deliverCar)

Adding arcs, the complete AGFIL CPD is Figure 3.

Step 6 (Positron): Listing 1 shows some lines from the Positron source file for
AGFIL. Lines 2-3 declares all roles and propositions. Line 4 instantiates an instance of
Claims named IN-CH. Lines 10 and 11 are two coupling commitments. Line 14 lists
one of POLICYHOLDER’s role requirements. Line 15 lists an INSURER requirement as
explicit CTL. Line 17 verifies the good, accident-reporting enactment that must exist in
the composite, and Line 18 verifies a bad enactment that must not exist.

The conversion of Positron to MCMAS maps role to role; proposition to boolean;
commitment to enum and fairness condition; message to action; and formula expansion
to formula. It also defines proposition and commitment evolutions, maps high-level
Positron expressions to low-level MCMAS expressions, tracks each agent’s last action
and anyCancel values, and generates a large number of proposition and commitment
state evaluation statements.

Step 7 (Verification): Running Positron and MCMAS successfully verified nine
CTL formula: eight role and one enactment requirements. Removing any single cou-
pling commitment caused one or more formulas to fail.
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Listing 1 Positron source for AGFIL
1: protocol AGFIL {
2: role PH; In; CC; CH; Re; Ad;
3: prop accident; deliver; repair; paid; . . .
4: use IN-CH : Claims(
5: role R1 = IN, role R2=CH,
6: prop pre1 = true, prop pre2=reportCH,
7: prop act1 = payCH, prop act2=repairIn);
8: . . .
9: commitment

10: CC1 : CCC,{PH, Re}(deliverReq, notifyRE);
11: PH1 : CPH,{CC,Re}(deliverReq ∧ approval, deliver);
12: . . .
13: formula
14: Req(IN, coverage ∧ premium ∧ accident, repair);
15: AG(¬(repair ∧ ¬inspectCH));
16: . . .
17: EFPath(accident, deliverReq, . . . , repair);
18: ¬EFPath(repair, accident);
19: . . .
20: }

6 Results and Experience

To demonstrate the broad applicability of Positron, our methodology was successfully
able to create composite protocols for scenarios from three different business domains:
AGFIL from insurance; Quote To Cash, an important business process for manufac-
turing supply chains [21]; and ASPE, a healthcare process for breast cancer diagnosis
[1]. Positron successfully verified all role and enactment requirements. Table 2 shows
statistics and timings for these three protocols.

Model Verification: We encountered and fixed a number of verification failures.
Good enactment failures (VerGG and VerGC) were generally easier to fix, since they only
require that some path exist. Bad enactment failures (VerB) require the impossibility of
a particular enactment.

Model Validation: Identifying requirements was straightforward, but some initial
specifications were incorrect because preconditions were missed. For example, POL-
ICYHOLDER’s role requirement on Line 14 initially failed (VerRR) because coupling
commitment PH1 on Line 11 did not include approval ; REPAIRER will not always re-
pair a car just because it is delivered to him. And, an accident is insufficient to get
POLICYHOLDER’s car is repaired; POLICYHOLDER must also have a policy and pay
the premium.

Positron generates model checking fairness conditions to ensure all unconditional
commitments eventually resolve. Initially, AGFIL’s good enactment on Line 17 myste-
riously failed because, even though the model allowed all the transitions, the good en-
actment had unresolvable commitments (invalid by commitment fairness conditions).
We corrected the model so all commitments could resolve.
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Table 2. Positron statistics. (M is 106 and G is 109.)

Composite Metric AGFIL QTC ASPE

Constituent instances 11 6 12
Roles 6 6 5
Propositions 22 37 18
Commitments (all) 24 43 12

Coupling commitments 9 21 2
Messages 22 55 20
CTL Formulas 9 17 14

Role requirements 8 13 7
Enactment requirements 1 4 7

Positron statements 94 164 81
State space size 120M 381G 1.47M
Positron processing time 1.98s 3.16s 1.68s
MCMAS processing time 4.29s 1274s 5.78s
Total time 6.27s 1278s 7.46s

7 Discussion

Positron gains an advantage over traditional approaches by focusing on high-level busi-
ness relationships realized as constituent protocols, and by focusing on commitments
rather than control flow. Because role accountabilities are stated as commitments, if a
requirement fails, we can trace the failure back to a specific role.

CPDs summarize relevant details about a composite protocol and we expect they
will prove valuable, because they bring together both technical and business descrip-
tions of protocols, helping bridge the Business-IT Divide [26].

7.1 Relevant Literature

Table 3 compares Positron with other work. Some papers propose a protocol specifi-
cation language, and some propose an accompanying protocol specification methodol-
ogy. Some papers address single protocols in isolation; some address common patterns
within protocols; some address the composition of multiple protocols to create new
composite protocols. Of those papers that address verification, some address business
level requirements; some address verification properties between two protocols or mod-
els (such as protocol refinement); some address protocol-wide properties; some verify
properties that must hold between the constituents of a composite protocol; some for-
mulate role-specific properties; some formulate good or bad enactment properties; and
some address other verification topics not addressed above.

Desai et al. [6] propose OWL-P [7, 5] and MAD-P [8] for specifying and verifying
commitment protocols and their compositions. They employ axioms to specify a com-
position. These approaches suffer from a key drawback: an agent enacting the com-
posite protocol may ignore the composition axioms leading to undesirable executions.
In contrast, Positron employs coupling commitments with clear role accountability for
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Table 3. Approach comparison. Column abbreviations and citations are Po=Positron; Pr=Proton;
DA, DO, Dv and DM=Desai et al.; T=Telang and Singh; Y=Yolum; Mi=Miller and McBur-
ney; G=Günay et al.; C=Cheong and Winikoff, Mc=McGinnis and Robertson, L=Lomuscio et
al.., Ma=Marengo. Check marks show the significant topics addressed by each paper. The cell
contents of the verification rows indicates whether the paper discusses (D) or mechanizes (M)
verification.

Significant Topics Po Pr DA DO Dv DM T Y Mi G C Mc L Ma
Verification Topics [10] [6] [7] [5] [8] [27] [29] [18] [11] [4] [17] [14] [16]

Protocol specification X X X X – X X X X X X X – X
Methodology X – X X – – X – – X X – – –

Single protocol – X X X X – – X X X – X X X
Protocol patterns – – – – – – X – – – – – – –
Protocol composition X – X X X X – – X – X – X X
Requirements verification

Business M – – – M – M – – D – – M M
Protocol-to-protocol – M – – – – M – – – – – M –
Protocol M – – – M – – M M D D – – M
Inter-constituent M – – – – M – – – – – – – –
Role-specific M – – – – – – – – D – – M –
Enactments M – – – – – M – – – D – M M
Other M M – – M M M M M D – – M M

the effects of one constituent protocol on others. Further, Amoeba is purely manual,
whereas Positron incorporates mechanical verification. Adopting Amoeba’s event or-
dering idea would add flexibility to our approach, but more granular parameterizations
of constituents provides the same functionality.

Telang and Singh [27] (T&S) describe a methodology for business modeling that
captures the commitments to be created among the parties by melding selected busi-
ness patterns. In contrast, a protocol in Positron additionally specifies the messages and
guards, and the protocols are first-class entities that retain their identity in the compos-
ite protocol, yielding improved modularity and modifiability. Most significantly, T&S’s
approach verifies if one implementation is sound with respect to the model. In contrast,
Positron verifies if the model itself is sound.

Yolum [29] proposes generic correctness properties of commitment protocols for
design-time verification, but does not address composite protocols. She considers generic
properties, whereas we consider role-specific business requirements. It would be inter-
esting to formulate Yolum’s generic correctness properties in Positron to help improve
protocol designs.

Miller and McBurney [18] (M&M) propose theRASA language based on proposi-
tional dynamic logic (PDL) to specify and compose protocols.RASA’s preconditions,
actions and postconditions correspond to Positron’s guards, messages and meanings.
Positron additionally incorporates role requirements, coupling commitments, and good
and bad enactment paths, making Positron practically viable (intentionally omitted from
RASA). Theses are important in naturally describing business protocols, as we demon-
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strated above. Whereas M&M describe a custom reasoner, we rely on CTL semantics
as realized in MCMAS.

Günay et al. [11] treat protocols as sets of commitments and propose automatically
generating such sets from an agent’s beliefs, goals, and capabilities. In contrast, we offer
a semiautomatic approach where a tool helps designers compose existing protocols. Au-
tomatic generation is attractive but may not be feasible for complex settings, although a
hybrid approach of developing atomic protocols mechanically and composite protocols
with human assistance might be viable.

Cheong and Winikoff [4] describe the Hermes system for goal-oriented interaction.
They focus on interaction-level goals, where we focus on role-level requirements and
commitments. Their action sequence diagrams capture only good enactments.

McGinnis and Robertson [17] propose an approach in which an agent sends a pro-
tocol specification to other agents at runtime, as a way to accomplish dynamic, run-
time, protocol adaptation. They remark that their approach lacks a way to prevent the
agents from making an undesirable change to a protocol. If their protocols were aug-
mented with commitments, Positron can help address this gap. For example, an agent
may not remove a message from a protocol that brings about the consequent of a de-
tached commitment. Why they describe rules for dynamically changing protocols, they
do not address formal verification of interaction properties.

Lomuscio et al. [14] semiautomatically compile and verify contract-regulated ser-
vice compositions. They use temporal-epistemic logic to check whether agents comply
with their contracts using MCMAS (the same tool we employ). A crucial difference is
that whereas Lomuscio et al. consider service compositions, we consider protocol com-
positions. Since a protocol has a footprint distributed across two or more roles, dealing
with their compositions is inherently more subtle. In Table 3, this is classified as a kind
of composition, and includes verification between actual behaviors and contractually
correct behaviors (two “protocols”).

Marengo [16] considers a related problem where protocols are composed (grafted).
Marengo uses regulative specifications (constraints) using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).
We propose a methodology and use role responsibilities, role accountabilities, and path
enactments using CTL. These idea sets are complementary and worthy of further study.

BPMN [20] is an industry standard notation for business processes. Unlike Positron,
BPMN is only semiformal, and does not lend itself to formal verification. BPMN’s
emphasis on control flow results in rigid processes. Positron minimally constrains the
participants by specifying the process in terms of commitments. Protocols are building
blocks in Positron—a process is composed of protocols.

7.2 Future Work

The foregoing opens up useful directions for future work. At the theoretical level,
treating the goals of the participants [11] is natural. At the practical level, generat-
ing enactments via tooling would be valuable. At the empirical level, evaluating the
effectiveness of Positron (the approach and the tool) with professional developers on
cross-organizational business processes would be necessary to promote the adoption of
Positron by industry.
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